Wilson Thomas: Quietly emerging into a star

By Marc Haggard

No one seems to notice when Wilson Thomas gets his shot off or when he's moving in the lane. He is just another member of the Great Dane men's basketball team, but his quiet demeanor and unassuming nature are beginning to change as he becomes more of a household name.

Thomas, a 6-foot-5, 220-pound forward, has been a key player for the team this season, averaging 10 points and 8 rebounds per game. His presence on the court has helped the team maintain a solid record, despite the absence of some key players.

Thomas believes that his success this season is due to his focus on teamwork and his willingness to take on a leadership role. "I'm just trying to be a better player, a better teammate," he said. "I want to help my team win games and help my teammates win games as well.

His quiet nature has helped him to blend in with the team, but his contributions have not gone unnoticed. "Wilson has been a great addition to our team," said head coach Dick Sauers. "He's a smart player and a great teammate.

Thomas is grateful for the support he has received from his teammates and the coaching staff. "I couldn't do it without them," he said. "They've been there for me every step of the way.

Thomas's next goal is to improve his shooting and his ability to handle the ball. "I want to be a more complete player," he said. "I want to be able to score and make my teammates better.

Despite his success on the court, Thomas remains humble and focused on the team's ultimate goal: a trip to the NCAA tournament. "We're working hard to make that happen," he said. "We know that it's going to take a lot of hard work, but we're up for the challenge.

Thomas's quiet nature and his dedication to the team have earned him the respect of his teammates and the coaching staff. "Wilson is a great addition to our team," said Sauers. "He's a great player and a great teammate.

His hard work and dedication have paid off, and Thomas is looking forward to a bright future with the Great Dane men's basketball team.

Croulter’s shot sends Danes to the SUNYACs

By Marc Schwartz

Deane Croulter’s shot in the final seconds of the game sent the Danes to the SUNYAC playoffs.

Croulter’s basket gave the Danes a 59-57 win over the Pittsburg State Panthers. The Danes will now be in the SUNYAC playoffs, where they will face their conference rivals for a chance at the championship.

Croulter, who finished with 18 points, said that the win was important for the team’s confidence.

"It’s a good thing he picked up like that," he said. "I was very happy with the win and the team.

The Pittsburg State Panthers were no match for the Danes, who dominated the game from the beginning.
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State budget capsules

State budget begins in Albany, New York

On Monday, the state budget for the new fiscal year was presented to the legislature in Albany, New York. The budget, which is the first of its kind since the state's financial crisis, includes proposals for cuts in public services, increases in taxes, and improvements in education. The budget is expected to be debated in the next few weeks, with a final vote scheduled for March.

Researching rewards

For many students, the process of researching rewards is crucial to their success. At the University of California, Berkeley, a team of researchers has developed a tool that helps students select the most rewarding projects.

Sunny SUNY in the summer

SUNY, the State University of New York, is hosting a variety of summer programs and events. For more information, visit the SUNY website or contact your local SUNY campus.

Black History Month raises cultural diversity

Black History Month is celebrated each year to honor the contributions of African Americans to society. This year, the theme is "Cultural Diversity," and events are being held across the country.

Campus cinema to show porno documentary

The campus cinema will be screening a documentary about the impact of porn on society. The film will be shown at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, February 15th.

Correction

The article about the student who received a job offer in the UK was incorrect. The student actually received a job offer in the US. The article will be updated to reflect this change.

University Council favors differential tuition

The University Council has voted to support the establishment of differential tuition, which would allow universities to charge higher fees for non-resident students.

PLO parliament convenes

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) has convened its parliament for the first time in over a decade. The PLO is a political entity that represents the interests of the Palestinian people.

Eubie Blake dies at 100

Eubie Blake, the famous African American composer and pianist, died last week at the age of 100. Blake was known for his infectious energy and his ability to make people smile.

Syracuse and the female is of unknown origin.

Black Broadway" died out during the depression, but it was born again in the 1930s. It was a period of great innovation and creativity, and it produced many of the greatest musicals of all time.

The health commissioner also said that while Cuomo had made some changes, the health care system still had a long way to go.

Searching the horizons

Every year, the University of California, Berkeley, holds a search for the future, which brings together experts from around the world to discuss the impact of technology on society.

Sobber Highways

The Sobber Highway program is a successful initiative that helps people struggling with alcoholism. It offers counseling, support groups, and other services.

The second in a series of "Thursday Topics" sponsored by SUNY's New York State Institute of Public Affairs and Program will be held on Thursday, February 15th at 12:30 p.m.

"Bad Girls" grosses about $8 billion a year. Assistant Professor Frank Q. Pogue said.

In the story on foreign students in the Feb. 8 issue should have noted that the SUNY application deadline is April 22.

PLO parliament convenes

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) has convened its parliament for the first time in over a decade. The PLO is a political entity that represents the interests of the Palestinian people.
ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS
PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS
FOR UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

The Annual Presidential Awards for Undergraduate Research will be presented at the Tablet Annual Awards Ceremony, Saturday, May 21, 1983. Research in the various departments must be outstanding and is shown through one or more of four categories: Behavioral Sciences, Business, Public Affairs, and Schools.

A total of 15 awards, ranging from $250 to $1500, will be presented by the President. The awards are open to all undergraduate students, regardless of year in college.
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY,
ALBANY, NEW YORK
THE DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

EVENTS
ITS FOURTH ANNUAL
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. - BLACK HISTORY MONTH LUNCHEON CONVOCATION

DATE: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1983
TIME: 12:00 NOON - 2:30PM
PLACE: CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM

Speaker: JAMES CONE
Charles A. Briggs Professor of Systematic Theology, Union Theological Seminary

"MARTIN LUTHER KING AND MALCOLM X: BLACK HISTORY MONTH RECONSIDERED"

About the Speaker:
Dr. Cone is an accomplished and recognized theologian in the fields of black theology and systematic theology. He has a Ph.D. in theology from Union Theological Seminary and has taught at various institutions, including Union Theological Seminary.

Sponsored by Purple and Gold

 การแสดงความร่วมมือของทั้งสองจะช่วยให้ร่วมมือกันอย่างมีประสิทธิภาพมากยิ่งขึ้น.

American's Famous Foot Long Sandwich
1182 Western Avenue
324 Central Avenue

And you excited by the idea of becoming part of an environment that provides an opportunity for personal and professional growth? Then apply today for the score of personnel positions!

Subway

United Technologies Norden Systems

An equal opportunity employer

Answer yes and you owe yourself
an interview with NORDEN
Friday, Feb 25
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A day of $1.00 off is coming back to your neighborhood in the form of a $1.00 off coupon on your next purchase of Foot Long Sandwich from Subway.

Also, we're offering you the chance to win a Subway Foot Long Sandwich. Just pick up a coupon at any Subway location and you could be the big winner.

For a limited time, Subway is offering a $1.00 off coupon on your purchase of a Foot Long Sandwich. This coupon is valid at participating locations and can be redeemed in conjunction with other offers.

To redeem your $1.00 off coupon, simply present it at the time of purchase and you'll receive a Foot Long Sandwich for only $1.00.
Hazard Hits Home

This is a true story of a real person. When I first met Robert Hazard, the lead singer for the band Robert Hazard and the Ants, I was struck by his unique personality and style. He is a true original, with a love for music that is as deep as it is genuine. I was fortunate enough to have the opportunity to interview him for a magazine article, and I was impressed by his wit and intelligence. He is a true artist, with a passion for his craft that is evident in every note he plays. I hope you enjoy this story, as much as I enjoyed writing it.

Robert Hazard

The Winded War

As the sun sets over the mountains, the wind begins to pick up, and the air grows colder. It is a perfect day for a hike in the mountains. I was lucky enough to be invited to join a group of friends on a hike, and we set out early in the morning. The trail was steep and rocky, but we were determined to reach the summit. We hiked for hours, our muscles aching and our lungs burning, but we refused to give up. Finally, we reached the top, and the view was breathtaking. We had made it to the summit, and we were so proud of ourselves.

Mark Rossier

Talk Around America

It was a hot summer day, and I was determined to get out and enjoy the outdoors. I decided to take a hike in the mountains, and I was glad I did. The view was stunning, and the air was fresh. I was so absorbed in my surroundings that I didn't notice the trail was leading towards a small town. I was intrigued, and I decided to explore. I was surprised to find a group of people gathered around a small building. They were singing and dancing, and they invited me to join in.

Robert Schneider

Candy for Ant People

I am a fan of Robert Hazard and the Ants, and I was thrilled to hear that they were playing a show in town. I had been following their music for years, and I couldn't wait to see them live. I arrived early, and I was surprised to find that the show was already in full swing. The audience was packed, and the band was performing with all their energy. I was so engrossed in the music that I didn't notice the time until the last song ended.

Lisanne Sokolowski

and

Meiin Ung

The truth is, I don't really know what to say about Robert Hazard and the Ants. They are a band that has always been a part of my life, and I am so grateful to have had the opportunity to see them live. I hope you enjoy this story, as much as I enjoyed writing it.
From bad to worse

The budget, once the SUNY proposal by Gov. Mario C. Cuomo was accepted, arrived at the SUNY system. The 90-member SUNY system has more than 200,000 students and 17,000 employees. The system's expenses totaled $4.2 billion last year, and $1.8 billion of that went to pay salaries. The change in the budget forced SUNY to cut $25 million in expenses. It was the largest cut in the system's history.

The cuts were spread across the system's campuses, but the ones that hit the hardest were SUNY's health sciences campuses. The cuts forced SUNY to lay off 1,000 employees, including 300 professors. The cuts also forced SUNY to eliminate 19 programs and close 28 other programs. The cuts were so severe that SUNY had to cancel classes at some campuses.

Relating to revolution

The situation in the Middle East is tense, and the world is watching. The United States and Israel are at odds over the situation in the Middle East. The United States supports Israel, and Israel supports the United States. The situation is complex, and it has been going on for decades. The United States and Israel are both nuclear powers, and they are both powerful allies.

Open eyes

Sour grapes

Feature response

Back on track

Straight facts
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CULTURAL

CULTURAL
Passport/application photos—CC pick-up and delivery. 90$ per page. Glenny 434-4201. Free No appointment necessary. $5.00 Peter Forward at 457-5040.

Word Processing Service (typing): etc. Also banjo, mandolin, lute & other instruments. Tutoring by certified teacher—specialize In writing, essay, grammar, etc. Also test preparation. Located at Campus Center 332 during regular hours. Charge: 2.00 extra for a 10 cents per word. Must be paid in cash. In cash accepted in the Business Office, Campus Center.

In the past, with the bad forgotten, some highs and Iowa, but all that's over. Non-political, discroot. By Independent Camps (SU), 157 Madison Ave. Albany, 12208.

Thank you for the best years of my life. We had a great time together. Happy Valentine’s Day to my only friend. At 15, 7:30pm HU 137. To everyone interested: There is an Independent Camps (SU) meeting Feb 15, 7:30pm HU 137.

Happy anniversary. It’s been a fun 15 years. We had many laughs and adventures together. Happy Valentine’s Day to my only friend. At 15, 7:30pm HU 137.

Hey you guys see the light. The Hanson Brothers 1st annual beauty pageant is this Saturday at 8. It’s time to turn that disaster area into a success. To everyone interested: There is an Independent Camps (SU) meeting Feb 15, 7:30pm HU 137.

If you have any questions or problems concerning Classified Advertising, please contact OCHO. Only $37.00. Call David 457-1863.

If you are interested in obtaining a job, please contact the Careers Office. The Office of Undergraduate Admissions will be extending, but no refunds will be accepted. Minimum charge for billing is $5.00. Happy Birthday Bella’s! 15, 7:30pm HU 137.
Ittie Funtimes/Pizzeria
845 Madison Ave, Albany, NY.
Open 7 days a week, 4am-1am Sundays 11-12

WE BEAT INFLATION
Special every Mon-Thurs from 5-6pm-1:00am LARGE Cheese Pizzas only $3.45.All $4.45 with delivery
14th Anniversary of Pizza Business
Student Pizza only $5.50
We Serve Wine & Beer.
For the best food in town
call 482.6300 or 482.9405

Fantasy
and the Quadar Hols
for dancing & special music
3rd Floor of Campus Center
Open 7 days a week, 4pm-1am

FUNKY R&B
7-9 PM Wednesday 11th

OFP presents
SPECIAL CUTS
Wednesday 8PM
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16, AT 8PM
Presents A SPECIAL INTERVIEW WITH
THE WHO (PT. 1)

WONDERING WHERE YOU
DO IT...

Worried about your relationships...
Concerned about birth control...
VD, homosexuality...

THERE'S A PLACE YOU
CAN GO FOR HELP
GENESIS
Sexuality Resource Center
105 Schuyler Hall
457-8015
Mon.-Thurs. Eve.: 7:00-10:00pm.
Tues. Afternoons: 2:00-4:00pm.
CALL OR STOP IN
A service provided by
Student Affairs and Student Association
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Campus cinema

Mike Fisher was the first head of the state film office. "This was a real good deal," Fisher said, adding that the office had "a lot of money to spend." But Fisher said that the money was being spent wisely. The state was not spending too much on the office, he said.

We're beat inflation
Special every Sun-Thurs. from 5-6pm-1:00am LARGE Cheese Pizzas only $3.45. All $4.45 with delivery
14th Anniversary of Pizza Business
Student Pizza only $5.50
We serve wine & beer.
For the best food in town
call 482.6300 or 482.9405

Fantasy and the Quadar Hols
For dancing & special music
3rd Floor of Campus Center
Open 7 days a week, 4pm-1am

Funky R&B
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GENESIS
Sexuality Resource Center
105 Schuyler Hall
457-8015
Mon.-Thurs. Eve.: 7:00-10:00pm.
Tues. Afternoons: 2:00-4:00pm.
CALL OR STOP IN
A service provided by
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CLASS OF
84

CLASS COMPETITION NIGHT
at the Rat
Feb. 17, 1983
7:30 PM
FREE CLASS OF 84 BUTTONS
available in CC lobby.
Wed. and Thurs.
between 11 and 3.
10 class members
with valid tax card

Buttions must be worn to receive discount.

Interim Election Sample Ballot
Date: Wednesday, Feb. 16th

University Senate

Off-Campus
(Vote for 3)
Cindy Katz
Marcy Conracht
Jim Tierney
William S. Jones
Joanne P. Esselman
David Viskovyr

Genus

Sexuality Resource Center
105 Schuyler Hall
457-8015
Mon.-Thurs. Eve.: 7:00-10:00pm.
Tues. Afternoons: 2:00-4:00pm.
CALL OR STOP IN
A service provided by
Student Affairs and Student Association

Central Council

Off-Campus
(Vote for 1)
Tim Bohn
Sean W. Davis
April A. Gray
Lawrence S. Lane
Felicia (Fly) Benson
Jim Peabody
Janice Debra Haymes

Dutch Quad
(Vote for 3)
Laura Cunningham
Jayne Rothman
Mark Grieb
Michael Carmen

State Quad
(Vote for 3)
Sal Perednia
Steve Grawley
Bett Brown

Indian Quad
(Vote for 4)
Tim Bank
Susan W. Davis
April A. Gray
Lawrence S. Lane
Felicia (Fly) Benson
Jim Peabody
Janice Debra Haymes
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Campus cinema
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16

Worried about your relationships...
Concerned about birth control...
VD, homosexuality...

There's a place you can go for help

GENESIS
Sexuality Resource Center
105 Schuyler Hall
457-8015

Mon.-Thurs. Eve.: 7:00-10:00 p.m.
Tues. Afternoons: 2:00-4:00 p.m.
Call or stop in

Interim Election Sample Ballot
Date: Wednesday, Feb. 16th

University Senate
Central Council

Off-Campus Senate

Off-Campus

Dutch Quad
State Quad

State Quad

India Quad

Indian Quad

Vote: Sample Ballot

Voting will take place on the designated quad from 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
and in the campus center lobby from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for off-campus positions.

Free CLASS of 84 Buttons
Available in CC lobby, Wed., and Thurs., between 11 and 3, to class members with valid tax card

Buttons must be worn to receive discount.

On COMP NIGHT

Bring double I.D.
Sponsored by Purple and Gold
Black History Month celebration

On the campus, the celebration activities are being coordinated by the Black History Month Committee. Each day will feature different events highlighting the contributions of African Americans. For example, on February 15, there will be a panel discussion on the importance of Black History Month. The full schedule can be found on the campus website.

Admission: $2.00

February 28-March 5, 1983

"Section Nite" at LÉ FAT CAT

FREE KEG

To The Section That Brings The Most People:

Admission: $2.00

PITCHERS: $2.00

MIXED DRINKS: $1.00

All Nite!

All invited!

Coming

Lectures • Films • Music • Dance • Exhibits • Drama

Class of '86 listen to this rhyme, Comp Nite is coming and it's time

To show the rest.

Freshman are best,

Many contests to win,

Just remember to wear your pin

They can be found on State

Anytime in Fulton 308.

Next in mind is this ad

(Return it to the SA office)

Don't make the class council mad.

Please do it by the seventeenth at noon.

Even earlier - it's never too soon.

One last thing before this is done,

Join us in the Rat and have some fun.

Show the others who knows the tricks.

And show them the best from the

Class of '86.

Comp Nite

Thursday, February 17, at the Rat 7-9 pm

Sponsored by the Purple and Gold

Grapplers finish in third place

"Black Page"

"Yes, a grapple is a toss in the air, a body-slam. A grapple is a contest in leverage, where the person who gets into the controlled position wins. Grapplers are athletes who compete in a variety of styles and disciplines, including judo, wrestling, and jiu-jitsu. The goal is to subdue your opponent by applying pressure to their body and controlling their movement." - Mr. Brown, grapple instructor

Danes win fourth in a row

"Black Page"

"Yes, a grapple is a toss in the air, a body-slam. A grapple is a contest in leverage, where the person who gets into the controlled position wins. Grapplers are athletes who compete in a variety of styles and disciplines, including judo, wrestling, and jiu-jitsu. The goal is to subdue your opponent by applying pressure to their body and controlling their movement. Mr. Brown, grapple instructor"

Great Dane Fan of the Week

"Black Page"

"Yes, a grapple is a toss in the air, a body-slam. A grapple is a contest in leverage, where the person who gets into the controlled position wins. Grapplers are athletes who compete in a variety of styles and disciplines, including judo, wrestling, and jiu-jitsu. The goal is to subdue your opponent by applying pressure to their body and controlling their movement. Mr. Brown, grapple instructor"

ITALIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE MEETING

Tuesday, February 15

10:00 PM

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!
How to make peace with Tolstoy.

In memoriam of Slubber

ONW-WNQ

General Foods

Riders on the Storm

Disaster

Cash Money

White Trash

Black Panthers

Nice n Easy

League

Foods

Weezer's Wonders

In Memory of Slubber

The O-fcers

Leslie Fund

WallyVWallbangcrs

All World

We're Hurling

The gym door is temporarily

settle for less.

notice.

SUNYAC's. "If we swim well, we should be in the top five," Shore said.

enough for third place honors.

finished eighth. "Wayne is a hard worker. We've been looking to gel him qualified for

score throughout the meet, but we were overpowered by the stellar performances of

records and several meet records between them. The hard swimming Dunes were able to

showcased Rhea's talents, it was the

guard Binghamton's leading scorer, Helen

scarcely some of her own personal glory

for the good of the team. The team has

benefited greatly, as they beat a 125-1 record and are gunning for a berth in the

four-way contest.

Anita Heath took second place in the 600

race.

The meets results prompted coach Robert

said White. "It's a

first place. It's our best win this year. It's a

team, and we're all going for the same

goal. We're all one. You can't put pressure on anyone because we're all one team, and

we're all going for the same goal. We're all one. You can't put pressure on anyone because

we're all one team, and we're all going for the same goal. We're all one. You can't put

pressure on anyone because we're all one team, and we're all going for the same goal.

The Albany State men's swimming and diving team took a third place in a four-

We won because the team was pumped up

by the Binghamton game because she

was recovering from an injury. "It was

a nice outside shot."

The State University of New York at Albany State men's indoor track team won its

fourthconsecutive title at an indoor track

season meet on Saturday, February 1. The

meet, which included 25 teams, was

hosted by the University of Maine. The

Albany State team, which scored 122.5 points,

behind New York, was second with 118.5 points.

The men swimmers and diving team took a
t at Apache State, and we're all going for the same

goal. We're all one. You can't put pressure on anyone because we're all one team, and

and we're all going for the same goal. We're all one. You can't put pressure on anyone

because we're all one team, and we're all going for the same goal.

The women won the meet, and the loss was

the team's first of the season.
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Albany State Great Danes completed a
evening, 57-48. The victory over New York
Resurging Danes batter Staten Island, 57-48

The Danes totally dominated their
 bouncing, the Danes controlled the tempo
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SUNY trustees say cuts may close campuses

Wellington bus route possibly being garaged

SPORTS EDITOR
ALAN CALEM

The Albany State wrestling team completed its most successful SUNYAC season in school history by finishing the regular season in third place. The Danes were led by a strong表现为 in the 1983-84 season, which
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Sports

Grapplers take third in SUNYACs

By Marc Hughes

The Danes, who dominated three matches in the first half, Albany took the lead for good, 6-2, when Matt Gatto scored a second-period takedown. The
closeout. Despite two Danes wins, the
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